To Correctly size your dog, measure him or her behind the front legs around the rib cage and neck (Start at POINT OF BREASTBONE and pull tape
snugly around base of the neck and back to POINT OF BREASTBONE. Go all the way around neck and back. THIS IS NOT A COLLAR MEASUREMENT, if you are
unsure where to measure please watch video http://xtdog.me/measure. Your harness should fit snugly but not tight. Allow two finger width all of

the way around. The legs are adjustable left and right.

FLEECE
Size Petite
Size XXS
Size XS
Size S
Size S-Md
Size M
MD
Size ML
Size L
Size XL
Size XXL

Rib Cage
26-31cm
36-45cm
42-54cm
43-61cm
45-64cm
50-69cm
56-75cm
62-91cm
64-93cm
72-103cm
92-125cm

Neck
26cm
36cm
37cm
42cm
46cm
58cm
61cm
67cm
73cm
73cm
96cm

Custom Fit Harness
FOAM
Size XS
Size S
Size S-Md
Size M
Size MD
Size ML
Size L
Size XL
Size XXL

Rib Cage

Neck

49-61cm
43cm
53-81cm
48cm
58-85cm 51cm
68-96cm
58cm
67-98cm 61cm
66-93cm 75cm
75-125cm 75cm
88-145cm 78cm
98-137cm 81cm

Please be aware that the breed chart below is based on experience fitting harnesses
and is NOT a definative breed guide as every dog is different.

Please measure your dog and refer to the
chart above for an accurate fit. Do NOT rely on
breed chart below!
Should you have the wrong size harness, you may send it back and we will swap it - .
Please make sure all labels are left on and the harness is in a CLEAN
re-sellable condition. This does not affect you statutory rights. Returns forms can be
found at www.xtradog.com/returns

Some Dogs do not fit our standard sizes,
especially some cross breeds. For these we
offer a custom fit service. Please note that
any custom fit harness is made especially for
your dog and cannot be returned or
exchanged. This does not effect your
statutory rights.
Measuring Your Dog for a
Custom Fit
Measure your dog around the neck from the
breast bone, all the way around the dog’s
head at the widest point. Measure the dog
from the breast bone - 10cm behind the
dog’s front legs (where you want the girth
strap to sit on the dog. Make sure it is not
too close to the legs). Tell us age, breed and
weight of dog. When measuring make sure
you measure dog not fur. Measure 4-5 times
and give us the middle measurement. Make
sure your dog is standing square. Try and get
help measuring your dog.

Key
XXS - XXSmall
XS - XSmall
S - Small
S-Md - Small Medium
M - Medium
MD - Medium Deep
L - Large
ML - Medium Large
XL - XLarge
XXL - XXLarge

Need Help Measuring? Checkout our
measuring video
http://xtdog.me/measure

Sled and Working Range

Made by

Foam X-Back Racing Harness

Multi-Sport Range
Order by neck size, Small (35-40 lbs), Medium (43-48 lbs),
Large (50-55 lbs), Extra Large (60-75 lbs), or Extra Extra Large
(75-90 lbs), Extra Extra Extra Large (90-120 lbs). If in doubt,
use our measuring guide for ZIMA x-back harnesses and e-mail
us the neck diameter starting at the point of breastbone and
going all the way completely around the neck and back to the point of
breastbone, weight is important, and breed of dog. We are happy to help.

Fleece and Foam X-Back Range
STANDARD SIZES
These standard sizes fit most racing dogs but we are happy to
compare your measurements and decide if a custom harness is in
order. The following list describes each of our standard sizes:
EXTRA SMALL (XS) for 30 pound dogs with 16" necks and 24" lengths.
Padding colour for standard harnesses is grey.
SMALL (S) for light racing dogs in the 35-40 lb range measuring approx 18"
in the neck and 25.5" in length. Padding colour is red.
SMALL MEDIUM (SM) for longer bodied and more slender racing dogs in the
40-45 lb range measuring 18" in the neck and about 27" in length. Padding
colour is blue.
MEDIUM (M) for the blockier racing dogs, many of the smaller Siberians will
wear this harness or dogs with thicker hair and necks in the 43-48 lb range
measuring approx 19" in the neck and 26.5" in length. Padding colour is
green.

measuring approx 21" necks and 29.5" in length. Padding colour is green.
EXTRA LARGE (XL) for the large full bodied dogs or dogs that are heavily
furred measuring 23" necks and 31.5" in length and weighing in the 60-75
lb range. Padding color is grey.

MEDIUM EXTRA LONG (MXL) for lean rangey racing dogs, 45-50 lbs, small
males or many of the females wear this one, measuring 19" necks and 27" in
length. Padding color is black.

EXTRA EXTRA LARGE (XXL) for the even bigger dogs weighing in at 75-90
lbs and measuring 27" necks with 22.5" long bodies. Padding colour is red.

MEDIUM LARGE (ML) for slightly heavier long bodied rangey dogs, typically
the racey 50 lb males or larger racey females in the 48-54 lb. range
measuring 19" necks and 28" in length. Padding colour is red.

EXTRA EXTRA EXTRA LARGE (XXXL) for the giants, weighing in at 90-120
lbs and measuring approx 31" necks and 34.5" in length. Padding colour is
black.

LARGE (L) for blockier racing dogs like many of the male sibes or dogs with
thicker coats and necks measuring 21" and 28" in length weighing 50-55
lbs. Padding colour is blue.
LARGE EXTRA LONG (LXL) for longer bodied rangey dogs 55-60 lbs

Foam X-Back Racing Harness

Fleece Multi-Sport Harness

Fleece X-Back Racing Harness

